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Introduction 
The first basic problem of elasticity is reduced to the boundary- 
value problem for unit disk exterior. The exact solution of this 
problem is obtained by singularities separation and meromorphic 
functions reconstruction, using the boundary values of their 
real or imaginary parts. This method is applicable to arbitrary 
V-cracks. 
Anal2sis 
r "1 
It is well-known L I . I ,  that the first basic problem for an unboun- 
ded domain D can be reduced to finding two analytic functions 
q>l'z)=F, a F$ * "~- t - . . .  7 . . .  
in D, F ana F"  being knc~en ( JmF-0) .  The boundary condition 
has the form 
?D,  To and T s are  the surface normal and shear tractions, 
respectively. 
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